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Some consequences of the new symmetry of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, discovered by 
Regge, [ 1 ~ are considered. All the formulas of the theory of angular momentum are written 
in invariant form (R- symbols). A whole set of new relations are obtained between Clebsch
Gordan coefficients, Racah coefficients, and transformation matrices. In particular, Racah 
coefficients depending on the projections are considered. A graphical interpretation of the 
Regge symmetry is given. 

X ( it i i2a)(-i)", 
-mr m -m2a 

by the expression (1), one can write the 6j -symbol 
in the form n 

I Ru R21 Rar Rn I 
R12 R22 Ra2 R42 
R13 R2a Raa R4a 

WE are all aware of the wide use in contemporary 
physics of the Clebsch-Gordan and Racah coeffi
cients and of the transformation matrices. They 
have been the object of very careful study for a long 
time. It was therefore an unexpected and interest
ing event when Regge [1] in 1958 exhibited new sym
metry laws for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
Despite its obvious importance, the Regge symme
try has hardly been used up to now. The present 
paper discusses questions related to the Regge 
symmetry and derives some of its consequences for 
the theory of angular momentum. 

= fa + /2a- /2 /1 + /r2- /2 ia + /2 - f fr + /2a - f . I 
j + fa - /12 it + f - /2a /2 +fa - /2a h + /2 - h21 

According to Regge, the 3jm-symbol (Wigner 
coefficient) 

can be written in the form: 

Rn R12 Rra - fr + i• +fa fr -j. +fa fr + /2- fa 

R21 n2. n •• ir-mr /2-m2 ia-ma . (1) 

Rar Ra2 Raa fr+mr /2 +m2 ia+ma 

The elements Rik of the symbol are nonnegative 
integers. The sums of the elements of all rows 
and columns are equal to j 1 + h + h = h. 

The value of the Wigner coefficient is invariant 
with respect to even permutations of rows and col
umns, and also to transposing of the matrix (1), and 
is multiplied by (-1)h for odd permutations. These 
rules exhibit the symmetry between definite linear 
combinations of angular momenta j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , and 
their projections. There are altogether 72 symme
try types, whereas before Regge' s work only 12 
were known. 

Replacing the 3jm-symbols in the 6j-symbol 

f + /2a- it f + lr2- ia /2 + fr•- ir /2 + /2a -fa 
(3) 

In the 6j -symbol written in this form all 12 ele
ments are nonnegative integers. The differences 
between corresponding elements of rows and col
umns are constants, and (3) can be rewritten as 

I Rn 
Ru + .1-r Ru + .1.2 Rn + .1-a 

Rn+ .1.' Rn + .1-r + .1.' Rn + .1.2 + .1.' Rn + .1-a+ .1.' 
Rn+ .1." Rn + .1-r + .1." Rn + .1.2 + .1." Ru + .1-a+ .1." I· 

(4) 

The relation between the angular momenta j and 
the Rik is given by the equations 

2j = Rn + R2a = R21 + R1a = 2Rn + .11 + .1", 

2jl2 = R2s + Ra2 
= R22 + Raa = 2Ru + .11 + .12 + .1' + 11", 

2j3 = Ru + R32 = R31 + R12 = 2Rn + .1• + .1', 
2j1 = R21 + R42 = R22 + R41 = 2Ru + .11 + .13 + .1' • 

2j23 = R13 + R42 = Rl2 + R43 = 2Rn + 113 + .1' + .1", 
2i. = Ral + R4a = Raa + R41 = 2Rn + .12 + .13 + .1". 

(5) 

There are all together six independent elements 
in (3): the arbitrary element R 11 and the five diff
erences ~fk). The Racah coefficient written in the 

l)C£.[2], formula (56.19). 
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form (3) is invariant under an arbitrary permuta
tion of rows and columns. There are all together 
3! x 4! symmetry types, which are a direct con
sequence of the symmetry (1) and formula (2). 
These rules were found by Regge in 1959 [aJ as 
relations between 6j -symbols written in the usual 
form. 

We shall refer to (1) and (3) as R-symbols 
(9R-symbol and 12R-symbol). All the formulas of 
the theory of angular momentum will be written as 
relations between R-symbols. This (Regge-invar
iant) way of writing automatically includes all the 
consequences of the new symmetry rules. 

Carrying out the Regge symmetry transforma
tion and going back to the jm-representation, we 
obtain a whole series of new relations between 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, Racah coefficients, 
and transformation matrices. Some examples of 
these new formulas are orthogonality relations and 
recursion formulas for the Clebsch-Gordan and 
Racah coefficients. In terms of R-symbols, the 
orthogonality relations for the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients have the following form: 

Rn Rl2 Rta ll~l R~2 R' 
13 

~ R21- ct R22 + ct R •• R21- ct R •• +a. R;a 
(l 

R31 + ct R •• - a. Haa Rst + ct Ra2- ct R;a 

1 {) (6) = 
Hn + Rt2 + 1 R;kRik' 

Rn + ct R12+ ct Rts- ct Rn+ a. Rt2 + ct Rta- ct 

~ R2t R22 R2a + ct R~l R~z R.a +a. 
ct Rat Ra2 Raa + ct R~l R;2 Raa +a. 

(7) 

From these one gets, in particular, new orthogonal
ity relations for the C lebsch-Gordan coefficients: 

~ (it+r+r i•+r-y mt+r+r m•+r-y lis ms+2r) 

X (it + r' + r i2 + r' - r mt + r' + r m2 + r'- r I is ms + 2r') 

2fs+ 1 
· · ()rr', 

/1 + /2- mt- mz + 1 
(8) 

~ (it + r + r i• + r - r m1 + r + r m2 + r - r 1 is ms + 2r) 
r 

X (it + r + l' ;. + r- r' mt + r + r' m2 + r - I' I is ms + 2r) 

X it+h-mt-m!+4r+1 _ ». '9) 
2is + 1 - Uyy'• ' 

The first and second recursion relations [2J have 
the following form in terms of R-symbols: 

l R 11 Rt2 R13 I 
R2t R22 R .. + 1 Jl R 23 (R33 + 1) 
Rat Rs2 Rss - 1 

I Rn Rt• Rtal + Rzt R •• + 1 R2a VR22 (R32 + 1) = 0. 
R3t Ra2 - 1 Raa 

(1 0) 

One can write the third and fourth recursion rela
tions similarly. 

An example of one of the new recursion formu
las is 

(jJ2 m1m Jj.-m) = JJ(2ia+1)(it+rnt+1)(it-mt) 
2 3 3 Jl 2(ia+1)(fs-ma+1)(fa+ ms) 

+-. f (2fa + 1) (/. + m2 + 1) (/2 -m2) 

V 2 Us+ 1) (ia- ma + 1) (/a+ rna) 

( .. 1 11· 1 l) x /J/2 - 2 m1 m2- 2 /3 + 2 - ma- 2 . (11) 

For the Racah coefficient, the orthogonality 
formula expressed in terms of R-symbols has the 
form 

I 
Rn - ct R21 - [3 Rat - [3 R 41 - ct I 

~ Rt2 + [3 R22 + ct Ra• + ct R•• + [3 
J3 Rta + [3 H2a + ct R 33 + ct R 43 + [3 

I 
Rn- ct' R.,·- [3 Rat- [3 R41- ct' I 

X Rt• + [3 R22 + ct' Raz + ct' R .. + [3 
Rta+ [3 R•s+ct' Raa+ct' R•s+ [3 

X (Rla + R 42 + 2~ + 1) (R23 + R 3z + 2a + 1) = Clu.oc'· 
(12) 

From this one can get a new orthogonality formula 

~ {it- ct + [3' f· h· + ct + [3'} {it - ct + [3 i· 
"'fa-W+ct f ha+ct+W fa-f3+ct f 

X U12 + i2a + it - is + 4~ + 1) 

X U12 + i2s + ja- h+ 4a + 1) = 6w. (13) 

It is not difficult to write a recursion formula in 
R-symbols for the Racah coefficient, which gives 
us new recursion relations. 

It is interesting to analyze the following formula 
for the Racah coefficients: 

(itj2mlm21 i12m12) Uuiam12mal jm) 

= ~<Uti.) i12isi I it V.ia) i.si) (hi.srntm2al jm) 
j,. 

(14) 

In R-symbols it has the form 

I 
An A12 Ata II Bn B12 B1al 

(-i)A+tt A2t A 22 A-ct A+ ct B22 B2a 
Ast Aa2 A+ ct A-ct Ba2 Bas 

= (- i)B,.+B.,~ (-1(+il(2C + 1) 
c 
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A whole set of new formulas follow from (15). An 
example is 

(- i)j,+Jd (h /2 h2 ) ( it~ ia i) 
m1 m 2 m12 - m12 m3 m 

= (-1)21 ~ (- 1)C+Il (2C-!- 1) 
c 

X {+ (h -J:- i2-m12) + (ii+T:2+mr2) 0i12} 
Is I 

( is + (h + i2 + mr2) C ) 
X ma + (ii- i2- m1 + m2) f3 

(16) 

' where m 12 = h - j 1 • Here the Racah coefficient 
depends not only on the angular momenta but also 
on their projections. 

One can exhibit three fundamental forms for the 
Racah coefficients (the others are combinations of 
these): 

{<1 ;. /:12} 
/a 1 lza ' 

{+ (h + i12 + m2 + m12) 

/3 

+ (ir + i12 + mt + m12) 
i 

(17) 

Thus m can appear among the arguments of the 
Racah coefficient. 

In this sense there is no difference in principle 
between the Clebsch-Gordan and Racah coefficients, 
more precisely between the jm- and j-symbols. In 
this treatment they are all included in the category 
of R-symbols. The way is thus opened for obtaining 
entirely new relations for the theory of angular 
momentum. A paper of the author [4J treated the 
general properties of the transformation matrices 
by means of which one makes the transition from 
one coupling scheme to another. Here too, using 
the Regge symmetry gives new relations which 
were not considered in [4J. For example, the trans
formation matrix 

is symmetric under the interchanges 

i1--'; f (i~-!- ~~23- j3 + i2), 

/2--'; f (i~- /~23 + /3 + i2), 

ir23--'; ~ (i~ + i~23 + ia- i2), 

fa ~f U~23- i~ + j3 + /2) 

(the other angular momenta are unchanged). For 
the matrix (18) and more complicated ones we must 
consider 18R-symbols and symbols containing more 
elements Rik. As was the case for the Racah co
efficients, one can write transformation matrices 
depending on the projections m. 

In general the application of the Regge symmetry 
to the theory of angular momentum means not only 
that we get new formulas having practical value, 
but also is a significant simplification of the theory. 
Regge-invariant relations contain sets of formulas 
in the jm-representation. Making computations or 
applying recursion relations and other formulas is 
more convenient in a large number of cases if one 
uses R-symbols. 

For a graphical interpretation of the Regge sym
bol we use trilinear coordinates in the plane. We 
construct an equilateral triangle whose sides are 
the coordinate axes. The positive direction is 
toward the interior of the triangle. For any point 
the sum of its trilinear coordinates is the same and 
equal to h. We shall take for the three rows of a 
symbol the coordinates of three points. Then ac
cording to (1) the sum of the coordinates of each 
point is h. In addition, because the Rik are non
negative and integral, one should consider only 
points in the interior of the triangle and lying on 
the intersections of the coordinate grid, (Fig. 1). 

3 

FIG. 1 

The sum of the distances of the points from each of 
the axes is also equal to h. Giving two of the points 
in this coordinate system automatically determines 
the third. We number the axes 1, 2, 3, and the points 
(1), (2) and (3). The 72 symmetry relations permit 
us to permute the axes and the points, and to inter
change their positions in a definite way. 

This may be interpreted as follows: The Regge 
symmetry consists of the permutation symmetry 
(where the positions of any of the three points can 
be interchanged) and the symmetry of the coordin
ate system. The latter consists of the rotations of 
the triangle, c3' reflection in the plane of the tri
angle, ah, and reflection with respect to the alti
tude of the triangle, av, i.e., we have the space 
group C3v x Cs. This symmetry corresponds to 
the case of three identical particles located at the 
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vertices of an equilateral triangle. This interpreta
tion may be important for generalizations to the 
complex domain. 

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the graphical des
cription of the symbol 

1
5101 _!__ ~ 3 
0 4 2 = ( 2 2 ) = (~ ~ - ~) = ... 
114 +t-++1 

From the graphical method of writing the Racah 
coefficient, one gets a simple representation of the 
symbol (3): 

lla- (it + is) 
X 11a - (iz + i) 

11a - (itz + ;zs) 

11• - (it + is) I 
11• - (/2 + f) . 
11• - (hz + iza) 

(19) 

Here 71 1 , T) 2 , T) 3 , and 714 are the sums of the angular 
momenta in the bottom row of the 6j -symbol, 
(h + jk) are the sums of angular momenta having 
no common triad. A graphical illustration of (19) 
is given in Fig. 2. The 12 points characterizing the 

1 0 2 3 
coefficient 2 1 5 4 are at the intersections of the 

4 3 5 6 
corresponding lines. The Racah coefficient is 
different only when all the points are in the sector 
AOB. 

FIG. 2 

FIG. 3 

We also mention the connection of the Regge 
symmetry with permutation symmetry. The ele
ments of each row are a partition of the number h 
into nonnegative integers. To each partition there 
corresponds a definite Young pattern. To different 
symbols there correspond different partitions of 
the rectangle 3 x h into Young patterns (Fig. 3). 
The Regge symbol is related to the permutations 
of the basis spinors. 

There is no doubt that Regge' s work [ tl is of 
great importance not only for getting specific new 
formulas, but primarily from the point of view of 
general theoretical questions. Its consequences 
have as yet been by no means exhausted. 
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